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From The Tiller
The Commodores Report

Well if that’s the 02-03 sea-
son

folks………….you’ve had it! 

As always, it seems amazing
that we have concluded yet
another season of racing at
Avalon, but as I see trophies
being returned for re-engrav-
ing and hear the roarcoarse
laughter as eggs crack on fore-

heads, hands, backs and wherever else, at the Portugese
picnic I realise it’s a sad but true fact.

This season, I believe, was one of our best ever from
both a sailing and social perspective and accordingly I
would encourage all members to attend the respective
prize giving days and evenings (details overleaf) and
celebrate a bumper year.

The Commodores Ball is scheduled for the 24th of May
and as always members are encouraged to book early to
avoid disappointment as numbers are limited. This
years theme is something beginning with ‘W’ and from
some of the suggestions I’ve heard so far it promises to
be just as crazy an evening as ever. Whilst your social
committee is working hard as for the evening they can
always do with a hand decorating the club, so if you
have a spare hour on afternoon of the 24th please let
Cher Knight know and she will happily find you a job.

Centreboarders are reminded to check the time of their
presentation this year as things have been put back a bit
to accommodate our Youth Development sailors who
are sailing in the morning. 

This years interclub picnic was indeed a fantastic day all
round. Avalon again won the tug of war and in fact beat
a combined BYRA,Alfreds team in doing so. Well done
to all who took part. Special thanks go to ‘Shooter
Sherman "who again provided a magnificent oyster
shooter brew which as always helped bond the
Pittwater Group into a very happy scene. Thanks also to
those who provided transport and assistance on the day
and in particular Jimmy and Jenny Catts who graciously
sailed as the rear guard and made sure everyone arrived
safely back at the club…….I think!

Whilst on thank-yous I would like to extend special
thanks to all those (as listed overleaf) who attended the
recent Working Bee. As the photos will show we not
only got through a hell of a lot of work we had great fun
in the process. Thanks again everyone and in particular
Jack Hurley who cooks a mean sausage at days end!

If you still have the urge to sail over winter remember
we sail on the last Sunday of the month (and BBQ after)

The working Bee
Our thanks go to those who gave
their time and effort, without you

the Club could not function

Stuart Walker, Peter Gale, 
Norm and Wendy Field, David Lyall, Paul

Sinclair, Gerry Laurence, 
Ralph Aldrit, Rob and Evelyn Curtis, Julia and

Chris Smith,
Glenn and Evan Sanders, 
Mark and Bryce Lintern, 

Dean, Inez and Emi Cashman, 
Ross Trembath, Edge Adams, 

Ian Craig, Kelley and Claire Attias, Warwick
Barnet, 

Peter, Elizabeth and Andy Kidner, 
Lex and Marnie Dickson, 

Peter Hudson, 
Lindal and Harry Richards, 

Ritchie Venn

Please, Please,
Please!

Would last year ’s winners 
please bring their trophy 
back so that they can be 
engraved for this year’s

winners

Please contact Ian Craig ASAP
on 9488 7416 as he has to have each

trophy engraved and meet the 
deadline of presentation night at the

Commodores Ball

but do keep your ears to the ground as I believe there
will be more events than just these days this off season.

Hope to see you on the deck soon. ( in something start-
ing with ‘W ‘of course !)          

Ritchie Venn
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hurry, hurry, hurry
THE

COMMODORE’S BALL
DON’T FORGET TO COME

Please join us 
at the Clubhouse on Saturday 24th of May 7pm for 7.30

$50 per head

Call Cher Knight urgently to book your table 
26 Fairlawn Street, Turramurra, NSW 2074 Phone: 9144 5259

Wonderful News
Our call for a 

Canteen Coordinator in last months
Newsletter did not fall on deaf ears

We are pleased to announce that

Kelley Attias and Lindal Richards
have taken the job on

Many thanks to Kelley and Lindal

BOAT GIRLS 
AND BOYS WANTED

Avalon Sailing Club will soon be needing
new blood to operate the rescue boats

This is an exciting way to broaden your
on-water skills and get paid for it.

Only a limited number of positions are
availalble for entusiatic young girls or

boys...so, to find out more register 
your interest now with Glenn Sanders 

on 9918 7300
NOW!

Who wants to be the
Clothing Coordinator
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My Once in a Life Time Adventure

It was a normal evening at home with the little woman
doing the ironing while I was reading a book on how

to make a hot water heater for our shed in the bush,
when the phone rang. The caller was a bloke named
Geoff Hanlon who was the bowman on Witchcraft 11 in
the 1985 Hobart and who also crewed for Norm and
Wendy Field when they had a Holland 25 Fat Cat.  The
reason for the call was to ask if I would like to sail to
New Zealand on a Swan 86’ yacht after it had finished
the Sydney to Hobart.  Geoff is the sailing master on a
yacht called Dreamland which is owned by a American.
He had invited all the boys from the original Witchcraft
II crew and for me there
was no cooking involved
as Dreamland has a per-
manent chef...Even the lit -
tle woman realised that
there was only one
answer to this question ....
"yes".

So the stage was set.
Dreamland went to Hobart and was 14th across the line -
the highlight of the trip for them was getting 25 knots on
the dial downwind with the large kite up. For us the big
day was the 28th January when we met the boat at the
marina opposite Star City at Pyrmont near Darling
Harbour.

The cabins were allocated, mine being in the forepeak
where the crew usually stay when the owner is on board.
Now this was ‘hotel’ treatment: on the bunk were sheets,
pillow, complete with a cake of soap.  The facilities
included double bunk .  Mine was the top bunk with fel-
low crewman, Ian Stevens on the bottom - a head and a
shower - and that was just for the two of us - with ample
wardrobe space to hang our tee shirts.  Over the bunks
was a large sliding hatch which, under normal condi-
tions, is used as a spinnaker hatch.  We made sure on
this trip that they stayed in the forehatch!   Above the
hatch was a 14ft rubber duck which is the boat’s tender.

When all the crew had arrived, Customs came and
cleared us to leave.  It was exciting to say to the blokes
on the boat alongside us in the marina, "See ya, we’re off
to New Zealand".  

We motored out into the harbour, put up the main:  we
were off. It was a strange feeling to sail out of the Heads
and over the horizon - it felt like a trip to Pittwater.
The weather was sunny with a 15-20 knot nor’easter.
The swell was small and we all wondered how long it
would be before we got the shit blown out of us.  It was
all too good to be true!

A bit about the yacht Dreamland so that you know what

I had to put up with  ...She  is a Swan 86ft and designed
by German Frers, built in 1990, with an L.O.A26.23m
(86.06’), her LWL is 20.60m (67.59f’), beam of 6.20m
(20.34’), draft of 3.40m (11.20’). There are 14 winches,
which most are hydraulic with 4 gear settings; 2 spin-
naker poles 200mm in Dia; 12m in length.  On the bow
near the baby stay is a 12ft rubber duck - is the yacht
tender. Wheel steering 2m in dia, with a centre cock-pit
with table seating for 10 people. Self-furler head sail;
slab reefing main - the 1st reef is about 30ft to the first
row of spreaders.

Two crew can sail the boat without any trouble, as she
also has automatic pilot.
Below decks she has 5 dou-
ble cabins each with en-
suites.  The owner’s cabin is
in the stern, quite palatial:
as they say on boats this
size, where the carpet starts
is were you stop, you  lot;
but not me, ok? The nav
cabin has every gismo

known to man - even rang the "little woman" on the
satellite phone - plotters, weather fax, 4 radios, screen
monitor which plots the boat constantly, so that all times
you can glance at it to see where you are.  All  were
Brooks & Gatehouse - wind direction, current plot, radar
screens.

So back to the sailing:  the plan was to go to Lord Howe
Island, but as the day and night wore on, the wind kept
coming onto the nose.  The swell picked up and she
started to put the bow in so, with green water over the
first 25ft and not being a good steerer, I found it hard to
keep on track. The bow was down was  the result of the
weight in the bow but they don’t seem to care about this.
On watch from 1-30am to 3-30am was easy - no feet over
the rail, under cover, not wet, or cold.  I said to myself,
all the ocean miles I have done are wrong - it has never
been like this.

So back to the bunk at 4am and after a brewed coffee
and cream I was woken for  breakfast at 7.30am.  The
sun was up, the wind about 20 to 25kts and more green
water over the bow .
I made the remark that the Bay of Islands in NZ would
be nice to sail around, so the decision was made to bear
away 20 degrees and head for the top corner of NZ
instead of heading for Lord Howe:  no green water, bet-
ter sailing - off with the shirts, out with the books  ...
this is the life! So life went on! The day watches were all
over the place:  if you wanted to steer you did.  Not
being as experienced as the rest, I took the opportunity
to steer as much as I could (here was my chance!).

Go to page 5

Roger Carlson aboard an 86ft luxury
yacht, food to die for and a passage 

to New Zealand...
What more could a man want
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Thursday
Sunny again, 15-22kts.  The radio came to life and it was
the maxi  Nicorette on route to NZ.  She was behind us
by about 10 miles and doing about 15kts, so she went
through us, but they were eating canned food etc not the
life of the Dreamland crew.  Life rolled on - read books,
talked about the races we all had done as a crew and the
laughs we have had and the number of times we have
had the shit scared out of ourselves.  I feel sorry that a lot
of people have not had this kind of life, or the opportuni-
ty to do so.

Friday
A drop in the wind down to 6 knots, so we motor-sailed
all day at 10 knots. At the stern of  Dreamland we had 2
rods out and at this stage had not caught any fish but this
was to change.  Late in the afternoon the reel on one of

the rods screamed and it was all
hands on deck. The fish was
reeled in and it was a Blue Fin
Tuna of about 30 kilos.  To kill
the fish they pour a bottle of gin
down the throat of the fish and
they drown it in alcohol so that
the fish doesn’t bleed to death.
The Chef sliced it up and we all
sat down and ate it with chop-
sticks - only 15 minutes after it
had come out of the ocean -
washed down with a tasty
chilled vintage wine (or two).

The wind didn’t blow so motor
sailed all night at 10kts on a flat
sea, very little swell: as all the
boys said, "we are going to pay
for this in a big way on the next
ocean race where it will rain,
blow,  no hot food, or drinks, for
the length of the race".

Saturday
Up on deck at 6am to do my
watch, or really to sit alongside
the wheel to ensure that the auto-
matic pilot did as it is meant to
do. The sun out at about 25C:
another hard day at sea. The sea
still flat, very little wind and the
weather report indicated more of
the same for the next few days.

Breakfast at 7-30:  more talk, read
books, told more lies about sail -
ing, bigger waves than before.  

The cry went up at about 10.00am, "whales on the port
bow" and there they were, about 20 of them and big bug-
gers too.  They swam alongside the boat for about 30
minutes then off they went, on their way to the South

Pole. More bluefin tuna for lunch, with salad.  What a
hard life this!  The same weather all day motor sailing
along.

Sunday
Up on deck at 6am to do my turn at the wheel, the
same weather again, very nice I must say, on a boat
like this.  None of us tired of the life.
Out of the light mist we saw the 3 King Island about 12
miles in the distance.  The time at the wheel was very
enjoyable, and at about 10.00am there she was - NZ.

The first Cape is called North Cape and there is a light-
house there.  The water does funny things here as it is
the spot were the Tasman Sea meet the Pacific Ocean.  I
would hate to be here in bad weather as the seas
would be huge as the currents are everywhere.  It is
easily seen on the top of the water. So we sailed along
the top of NZ and then at Cape Reinga we turned the
corner for the down hill run to Auckland. The skipper
was on the radio to Customs and we were told we
would clear in at a place called Opua.  We arrived in
the dead of night and it was time, after 1,200 sea miles,
to pull down the main and motor to anchor for the
night, and to have a quiet little drink for a few hours
after all the work that we had done!  The skipper was
happy that the boat was in one piece with no damage.

Monday
Up early for the Customs and the Drug Squad who
went over the boat with a very nice, large, black dog.
All the food went with the Customs people and the
dog had a sniff around and then laid down to have a
sleep.  When they had finished their detailed inspec-
tion they all went, leaving us empty handed except for
some eggs and bacon for breakfast. In total they took
off meat, etc, to a value of several thousands of dollars.
A lot of the food they confiscated had actually been
purchased in NZ, travelled to Sydney and Hobart and
back to NZ.  What a waste!

Time to sail the Bay of Island:  what a place this is!
Went to Russell to purchase more food - to stock the
larder emptied by the Customs people - then lunch in
the pub!  Sailed all day around this place.  To do it jus-
tice you would need at least 2 weeks:  so many bays to
anchor over night with breathtaking scenery. We found
a bay to anchor in and again the Chef did himself
proud with a very tasty roast dinner with the lot, and
of course a few bottles of  Dreamland fine reds, - many
in fact.

Tuesday
Up and at it early 6.00am and off on the travelling
Dreamland  - main up headsail out - and made a
course for a place called Great Barrier Island 90 miles,
down hill all the way. Passed many large boats both
yachts and motor boats.  The sun finally left us and the
clouds came in and the wind to 35 knots but SHE just
put her rail in and stayed there, after we took 30 feet of
main (just a small reef!).  

Concluded on Page 6

“Sunny again...”
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“Up came the sea...”

Up came the sea.  It was an experience to have this sort of
weather, to steer this boat in heavy weather.  It took some
getting used to!

This boat eats miles up and at about 4 pm up came the
Island and down came the main again and we motored in
to a bay called Smoke House Bay!  What a place. Many
large yachts in the area all over 80 foot and all going to
Auckland for the Cup.

Went ashore to look around.  There is a smoke house with
a bath, hot water from the boiler from the smoke house.  

Had a walk around, and then took the rubber duck

around the many bays to have a look.  I will come back
here and walk over this place, with a tent billy and some
tucker for a few weeks, in the distance future with the "lit-
tle woman".

Last night on the boat so it was a big night and again the
chef did the right thing and what a meal!
Wednesday
The wind was trying to shake the rig out of the boat, so all
on deck at 5 am, anchor up and we - and all the other
boats - were off to Auckland as we were on a lee shore.
Once out in the clear water the wind was OK.  50 miles to
our final port was Auckland. 

Main up, head sail out and off we went.  After about 2
hours of the wind blowing the shit out of us, it dropped
down to about 25 knots and was a very nice sail. Later
on as we near Auckland we had the two Swiss boats
Allinges  alongside us getting ready for the final match
against NZ. The noise these boats make is unbelievable,
especially when they crack their sheets to turn down
wind.

So down came the main for the last time and we
motored into the marina to berth Dreamland, and get her
ready for the owner to come and play with her for 3
weeks while the Cup was on.

This trip was a highlight of my sailing life and all on
board knew  we were lucky people to have had the
chance to sail on such a boat, with a great bunch of
blokes who have sailed many sea miles together.  So with

our sailing bags over the shoulder off we went to the air-
port to get the kerosene canary home.

So the moral of this is that for ocean sailing don’t go
unless it has a electric jug, pop-up toaster, air condition-
ing, personal head and shower ...  eat your hearts out.

Roger Carlson
ex bowman, Rocket Lass!
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Snakes Alive

Great Photo

Seen in the Manly Daily newspaper
this report features our very

own Wayne Fitzgerald coming to
terms with a slithery friend. The
Flayes would like to know where you
were when a similar monster found
it’s way aboard their yacht last year.
We have been told that Wayne will
be bringing his new found friend
down to the Club to meet one and all
very soon....so keep your eyes open.

The trick is to get up close, either with the aid of a
long lens or just move in close and personal. The lat-
ter is not always possible or advisable.
The last thing any responsible photographer would
want to do is interfer with the race. 

More of our members are now taking advantage of
lower price quality digital cameras and we are 

This great photo was taken by Arthur Spithill
of the Royal Prince Alfred Yacht Club and

shows Nina Curtis and Andy Kidner concentrating
very hard during a Gold Division race. The photo
is a good example of excellent composition under
what are always 
difficult circumstances, (aboard a chase boat).
Just look at the determination in those faces.

hoping to pre-
sent a series of
“How To”
articles by a
professional
photographer.

Taking good
photos is diffi-
cult enough at
any time and
when you intro-
duce bumpy
waves, speed
and the sun
bouncing off
the water it can
be extremely
difficult...watch
this space for
what we hope
will be some
helpful advice.
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The International Youth Match
Racing Championships...Royal
New Zealand Yacht Squadron

The combined clubs on Pittwater are
doing great thing to encourage young

sailors. A recent example that was when
the Royal Prince Alfred Yacht Club were
invited to compete in the International
Youth Match Racing Championships held
at the Royal New Zealand Yacht Squadron
in January this year. The crew consisted of
Murray Gordon, helm, Alex Anderson,

middleman and our very own Martin
(Marty) Trembath as bowman. You can
read a full report of their adventures in the
autumn edition of “The Alfreds
Yachtsman”. The trio sailed their Elliot 6 
to 5th place in the final placing.

Photo reproduced by kind permission of 
“The Alfreds Yachtsman” and Murray Gordon

Coaching Program...End of Season Report

Ihave been fortunate to be surrounded by a great
bunch of young sailors and I am proud to have

seen some huge improvements and outstanding
achievements in all divisions.
This year I attended the F11 State and National
Titles and the Spiral State Titles. It was great to be
able to see our Avalon sailors mixing it with
Australia’s best and gave me a good understanding
of what level we’re at and what areas need work. I
think our sailors felt more confident knowing they
had a coach there to support them. I encouraged
them to approach me before the prep signal, tell me
which end of the start line they preferred and what
side of the 1st beat looked best. I would then dis-
cuss my opinion with them and anything else that I
felt they could gain from.
I think it also helped to have briefings before and
after each day to get a feel for what was happening
out on the race track.

Going into these regattas with confidence is the key
to success. All our sailors have the ability to reach
their goals if they prepare themselves adequately
prior to the regatta. It is very important to know
your boat is up to speed with the correct equip-
ment and having confidence with your boat han-
dling, which is only established through time on
the water. If your goal is to finish top 3 then sailing
once a week is not good enough. You must be out
there at least twice a week, 6 weeks leading up to
the regatta.
For example last season a number of our F11
sailors won races. After a concentrated effort by
James Kidner and James Dargaville, they rocketed
up the ladder to finish 13th in the Nats and 8th in
the States. It took one race in particular that proved
not only to themselves but to all the Avalon F11’s
that they all had the ability to achieve their goals.

go to page 11
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2003 Interclub Portuguese Beach Picnic
(Not the place to go for a romantic interlude that particular Sunday)

The biggest and best picnic was enjoyed by many at
Portuguese Beach on Sunday 13th April. The weath-

er was kind to us with warm temperatures and a steady
north easter which allowed some of the enthusiastic
Blue/Red divisioners to sail their boats to the beach.
Avalon on delivery of BBQ, tables, chairs, picnic hampers
etc etc laid claim to the beach and the only other group
in occupation decid-
ed they couldn,t
possibly compete
and beat a hasty
retreat. A wise move
considering the
number of people
that arrived by vari-
ous boats from ASC,
RPAYC and BYRA.
Later, in time for
lunch and tug-o-war
the numbers
swelled further by
the arrival of the Youth Development Team in the
Elliotts. Certainly the best roll up that I can remember.
Maybe its all to do with the "Sherman Shooters" that
were being plied around the beach with Geoff successful-
ly introducing a number of innocents to the treat at the
bottom of the shot glass. Thanks Geoff, you better up the
order from 8 to10 dozen oysters next year.
After lunch and prior to the departure of the strong ones
from the Youth Development Team the interclub tug-o-
war was held with the reigning champions Avalon
defending their title once again. A tug off for 2nd & 3rd
between Alfreds and BYRAsaw Alfreds just winning by
a heave and groan. The highlight of the afternoon is
always the egg tossing competition. Expertly managed
by Ritchie & Ross the bowling / tossing / chucking /
pegging skills of competitors is tested to the max, those
not meeting the grade wearing the contents of their egg
to the great delight of the crowd. This years winners
being the BYRAteam who with great skill and finesse
showed us how it’s done.
The only formality of an otherwise very informal after-

noon was the presentation of the Pittwater Shield. This
is awarded to the most successful club on points in the
interclub centreboard division and this year RPAYC
was winner with Avalon and BYRAtaking 2nd & 3rd
places. As Ritchie said at the presentation and it is
worth repeating. The great cooperation and close com-
petition we have with the other clubs on Pittwater is

only possible due to the support and
assistance from volunteers and on water
crews. Many thanks to all those people
who make it all happen. We have a
unique thing happening on the
Pittwater of which we are all proud and
this year’s picnic day certainly strength-
ened that bond we have with our
friends further down the bay.

Peter Kidner

Historical 
Trophies

The Bellingham  Shield
This trophy is awarded to the most outstanding Club
centreboard sailor for being a good sports person, con-
tributing to the running of the Club, interclub  events
and good seamanship. The Shield was donated origi-
nally  in 1946 by Mr H G Bellingham, a Vice President
and Patron for many years. A notable winner in 1951-52
was David Forbes who represented Australia  in a
number of world  championships and the Olympics
(winning a gold medal). Another winner in 1965 was
Jim  Catts. The Bellingham family presented a restored
trophy to us in 1997.

Tabitha and Shane were looking forward
to a quiet romantic day together. 

They chose a deserted cove on the 
shores of Pittwater known as 

Portugese Beach.  A bottle or two of 
good red wine, some fine food, 

a blanket, solitude and who knows?

...then came Avalon Sailing Club

Go to page 11
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A Regatta for the Young at Heart

This regatta is the first one for The Youngs since 1988
so congratulations go to the R.M.Y.C. sailing mem-

bers for getting 19 adrenalin filled crews on the water.
My sympathy goes out to the Gold division for the time
they spend waiting
for a true course to be set.There were supposed to be
three sprint races on Saturday starting at 1200. By the

time the wind came in it was 1415 and the
course was changed from south east to north east.
Forerunner won the first and third races with David
Bellanto skippering for 'Oggy  and with some

dissension both Forerunner and KTV were penalised
for being on the course early in the second race.
David Green's boat "Fifth Avenue" sailed
consistently with two seconds and "Young
Generation" at last got its act together in the third
race when the 'prop finally folded to get a fourth. So
at this stage the Avalon boats are doing pretty bloody
well! And then came the Sunday long race!! Another
hour long delayed start with the wind doing "wheelies".
Finally a desperation start but with so many boats barg-

ing there was a general recall and even Royal clubs
have their problems --the start boat could not find the
first substitute flag, so flew the race abandoned flag
which caused a certain amount of c onfusion.We had
a good start with "Plan A" in the first race, so with
about a minute
to go David Field said where are we starting and I

managed to scream out with all
the shouting around us "Plan B".
Not having a clue what "Plan B"
was a hole suddenly appeared
in the throng and we were first
over and led the first three legs
of the course. The best part was
the show the Avalon boats put
on in front of the Club as we
headed North with kites
up."Y.GEN" first, KTV second,
"Forerunner" third, "Hetaira"
(Donald Silver) fifth and "Fifth
Avenue" sixth. There was a
rumour from the watchers with
binoculars that someone said
"Gee that Kitehand on the lead-
ing boat is working like drover's
dog" and another watcher said
"Yeah! And the rest of them are
drinking beer". Only a rumour
mind you, but of course we
were sailing downwind and I

thought it was compulsory.
So the overall results for the Avalon Boats were;
Scratch, Fifth Avenue First , Handicap second, and
also second in the standard boat division.
Scratch, Forerunner second. Scratch. Young
Generation, fourth, handicap third, and also third in
thestandard boat division. KTV @Sea's best race was
the long course on Sunday where they were second
over the line and it was a bit disappointing for them
in the second race being declared over early.
Generally a pretty good regatta run under difficult
weather conditions.

Norm Field
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The Crews Trophy
The crew giving the most support to the skipper during the sea-
son and being a non-boat owner.

Phillip Baker Trophy
Named in honour of a keen young sailor who lost his life  when
the yacht "Montego Bay" sank with loss of all hands during a
race off Botany Bay.Awarded to the most outstanding male
sailor who provided assistance and inspiration to other sailors
in the transition phase from Blue to Gold divisions.

Mary  Ifold Trophy
The most outstanding female sailor who provided inspiration
to others in the transition from Gold to Blue divisions.
Presented by Mary  Ifould in 1996. Mary  for many years sailed
her Flying 15 "trio" out of Avalon and was probably one of
Australia's first women Flying 15 skippers. Her son was also a
member of the Club and her husband, Lister, was a crew mem-
ber aboard "Struan Marie" when she won the Sydney to Hobart
race in 1951,  "when Men were men".

The Championship Trophy
For Outstanding representation of the Club at national, state
and interclub events. This was our first club trophy and was
presented by the founder of ASC Mr J G Vaughan in 1938.

The Flying Dutchman Trophy
For the most outstanding junior family for services to the Club.

San Pedrico Shield
Overall  scratch winner. Presented by captain and Mrs Aitken
in 1962. Has been won by a long list of great sailors  including:
Grant Simmer, navigator  aboard "Australia 2" when she won
the Americas Cup; Phil Bate Americas Cup sailor  and James
Spithill  who most recently helmed the Americas Cup.

Warren Payne Trophy
Overall handicap winner. In memory of Warren Payne a 17 year
old VJ skipper who drowned off Long Nose point in a 30 knot
southerly. His 9 year old forward hand was rescued. In those
days life jackets were not required and the Club only had one
rescue boat.

Holiday Trophy
The most enthusiastic sailor in  Blue division. Won in 1968 by a
young Ross Trembath.

I think I was celebrating more than the two James’ when
they crossed the finish line 1st at the Nationals in Manly.
Apparently I was jumping so high I nearly fell out of my
boat, as reported by a parent spectating nearby.
At the F11 States, Dean Curtis and Kimberly Wilmont
started to shine. It was like something clicked and they
knew what sailing was all about. They won the State
titles on handicap and were up battling with the pro’s at
the front a number of times, including Dean’s older 
sister Nina and Andrew Kidner who were often caught
looking over their shoulders.

Andrew Coates at the Spiral States had something click
up stairs too. After insisting that he had the ability to 
finish in the top 10 consistantly, he showed he’ll be a
major force next year by finishing the regatta with 3 top
8’s and up in the top 5 in some races. Noel continued
he’s dominance of the class winning easily in the end. A
pure example of setting the boat up correctly. Knowing
he’s got the right sail plan and confident he can pull off
any manoevre in all conditions.

Talking of shining, recently in the Red division I was
delighted to see Gemma Rasdall and Maxine Ottawa
blasting around in over 15 knots. They kept their MJ’s
flying in all 3 races. They have both come a long way
this season and I hope to see them mixing it with the
Gold fleet soon.

Carla Doune Sexton sailing her MJ in the Gold fleet,
steadily improved this season and the big mover in this
class would have to be Penny Kendell. Penny has
improved remarkably and now knows she has the goods
to beat her rivals. I’ve seen some great races between
these two in recent weeks and watching them both fly-
ing their kites in all conditions, shows they have the fire
in the belly and want to win ‘Gold’.

There was a noticeable speed edge with North Sails this
season especially with the Flying Elevens, not that I’m
big on giving commercial plugs, but if you want to be
serious next season I do recommend getting good sails.
If you wish to discuss further contact me on 0408633694.

I think it's been a successful
season and I’m looking 
forward to next season and
continuing my relationship
with Avalon, I think the 
program is working better 
all the time.

Steve McConaghy

Trophies Continued End of Season Report
Continued

A Big Thank You to 

URM
Those who have visited the Club lately will 
have noticed the flotation devices fixed to

“Flotsom and “Jetsom”, effectively turning our
tinnies into “Rigid Infatable Boats” (RIB)

These expensive additions to the safety and
function of our rescue fleet have been donated

by URM 
(United Resource Management)

Many thanks from all at ASC
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COMING EVENTS

Commodores Ball
24th of May

Power Boat Training
4th 11th and 18th May 
Contact: Glenn Sanders

Centreboard Presentations
4pm Sunday 4th of May
BYO BBQ Approx 5pm

In this issue you will read an end of year report by our club Coach, Steve McConaghy. Those associ-
ated with his work will have little doubt of the benefit he has brought to our junior sailors.

Another contributing factor has been the RPA Youth Development Program.

The combined value of Steve’s work, the RPA Youth Development Program and the enthusiasm of our
junior sailors has been paying off big time. Just look at the list...Marty Trembath went with the RPA
Youth team to race in New Zealand. James and Andy Kidner had the experience of racing aboard
Farr 40 “Bon Giorno” over a three day reagatta with a professional crew. James Kidner also went to
Tasmania to compete in the National Teams Racing Championships. Anne Durham competed in world
class Womens Regattas. Most recently James Catts has been invited to crew aboard “Wild Oats” in
the forthcoming Admirals Cup. Not to be forgotten are the great performance of our Flying 11 and
Spirals in their class championships. Also evident are improvements in the regular ASC weekend
races, as names like Samual Sexton, Amy Lee, Nina an Dean Curtis start coming to the fore. Also we
should not forget the contribution made by the Blue and Red Division organisers and sailors. What a
great experience it must have been when they sailed aboard “Aftershock”. To sum up...expect to see
some world class sailors coming out of Avalon Sailing Club over the next few years

Mike Maher

www.avalonsailingclub.com.au

RUNNING BY THE LEE


